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Abstract

This paper reports the development of the first
dependency treebank for the Sinhala language
(STB). Sinhala, which is morphologically rich,
is a low-resource language with few linguis-
tic and computational resources available pub-
licly. This treebank consists of 100 sentences
taken from a large contemporary written text
corpus. These sentences were annotated man-
ually according to the Universal Dependen-
cies framework. In this paper, apart from
elaborating on the approach that has been fol-
lowed to create the treebank, we have also
discussed some interesting syntactic construc-
tions found in the corpus and howwe have han-
dled them using the current Universal Depen-
dencies specification.

1 Introduction

Integrating linguistic information, specifically
syntactic information, into language processing
tools and applications improves accuracy. This
has been proven for applications such as machine
translators (Habash, 2007; Li et al., 2017) and nat-
ural language understanding (McCord et al., 2012;
Ohta et al., 2006). It is also shown that explic-
itly integrating syntactic and semantic information
for training pre-trained models such as Bidirec-
tional Encoder Representations from Transformer
(BERT) improves the model’s performance (Zhou
et al., 2020), even though some of the linguistic in-
formation will automatically be learned during the
model training. This constitutes evidence that data
annotated with syntactic information are essential
for the development of NLP applications. In addi-
tion, linguists also use linguistically annotated data
and computational tools to do linguistic analysis.
Therefore, they also require linguistic resources.
Like other Indic languages (Bhattacharyya et al.,

2019), Sinhala is also a low-resource language
with a few publicly available resources. de Silva
(2019) has surveyed available tools and resources

in the Sinhala language and reported that no
parsers or syntactically annotated treebanks are
available for Sinhala. However, some Parts
of Speech (POS) and Name Entity Recognition
(NER) data are available. In addition, other re-
sources like parallel corpora (Guzmán et al., 2019;
Fernando et al., 2022) are also available.
This paper reports the development of the first-

ever treebank with syntactic annotations for the
Sinhala language. These annotations are added
according to the Universal Dependencies frame-
work.

2 The Sinhala Language

The Sinhala language is an Indo-Aryan language
spoken by about 20 million people worldwide. It
is one of the two official languages in Sri Lanka,
spoken by 75% of its population. Tamil, Sanskrit
and Pali have influenced the Sinhala language. Al-
though Tamil is from a different language fam-
ily called Dravidian, Sinhala has been in contact
with it for a long time. The Portuguese, the Dutch,
and the English colonized and stayed in Sri Lanka
for centuries. Therefore, the influence of the lan-
guages spoken by them can be seen in Sinhala;
several daily words have been borrowed from Por-
tuguese and Dutch. Further, Sinhala has linguis-
tic similarities with languages like Hindi, Bengali,
Panjabi, and Marathi etc. spoken in India and Di-
vehi, which is primarily spoken in the Maldives.
Sinhala is a diglossic language which appears in

two distinct varieties: Spoken Sinhala and Writ-
ten Sinhala, also known as Colloquial Sinhala and
Literary Sinhala, respectively. Significant differ-
ences in these two styles are marked in all lev-
els of the language, including lexical and syntac-
tic levels (Gair, 1968). Sinhala is a relatively free
word order language, though its unmarked word
order is SOV. Different word orders are also pos-
sible with discourse–pragmatic effects (Liyanage
et al., 2012). As with most Indo-Aryan languages,
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Sinhala is also an agglutinative language in which
a single nominal element can be inflected for sev-
eral forms to indicate the grammatical features of
the case, number, gender, definiteness and ani-
macy, and a verbal element can be conjugated for
that of tense, number, gender, person, and volition
(Karunatillake, 2009).
Although no work is reportedly done on devel-

oping a treebank for Sinhala, Liyanage and Wi-
jeratne (2017) have discussed a dependency-based
annotation schema for the Sinhala language, which
has not proceeded to develop a treebank. Further,
Prasanna (2021) has also analyzed the dependency
relations of the Sinhala language from a theoretical
perspective.

3 Treebank Development

In this section, we have outlined the steps we fol-
lowed to create the Sinhala treebank.

3.1 Our approach
In accordance with the Universal Dependencies
(UD), the treebank annotation includes lemma,
POS, morphological features, and dependency re-
lations. The sentence annotation is performed
manually, with the authors serving as the primary
annotators. The process of creating the annotated
treebank involved the following steps.

1. Data for the annotation was selected from a
Sinhala text corpus.

2. Selected data were preprocessed and tok-
enized.

3. An annotation guideline was developed by
considering the peculiarities of Sinhala.

4. POS, Morphology, and Dependency annota-
tions were done manually.

5. Identified issues in the annotation were rean-
alyzed and fixed.

6. A conversion tool specifically developed for
this work was used to provide Latin translit-
eration for all sentences.

When designing the annotation guideline, we re-
ferred to the dependency-based annotation schema
developed for the Sinhala language (Liyanage and
Wijeratne, 2017) and Indian languages (Begum
et al., 2008). Further, we referred to a couple
of treebanks, including Hindi Treebank (HDTB)

(Tandon et al., 2016), Modern Written Tamil Tree-
bank (MWTT) (Krishnamurthy and Sarveswaran,
2021), and Marathi Treebank (UFAL) (Ravis-
hankar, 2017).

3.2 Data Selection
The sentences for the development of the treebank
were selected from the 10 million words contem-
porary text corpus of UCSC. This corpus contains
literary or written Sinhala texts, including nov-
els and short stories by renowned Sinhala writ-
ers. Further, it includes Sinhala translations, cri-
tiques, and texts from mainstream Sinhala news-
papers such as Silumina, Dinamina, Lankadeepa,
and Lakbima. Therefore, this corpus can be con-
sidered a collection of contemporary written Sin-
hala and thus selected as the primary source to ex-
tract and select a set of sentences.
In the sentence selection process, the first step

was to categorize all the sentences in the corpus
based on the number of words in each sentence.
Concise entries of one to five-word entries in the
corpus are mostly the newspaper headings and top-
ics of the writings, which cannot be considered
complete sentences. Further, based on a corpus
study on the UCSC’s 10M word corpus, Prasanna
(2021) reports that the average sentence length of
Sinhala sentences is 8 to 10 words, and thus in this
work, we only considered the sentences with 6 to
10words. As a first step, we selected 500 such sen-
tences, then eliminated colloquial and erroneous
sentences to filter 100 sentences to be annotated
with the UD annotations.

3.3 Word Segmentation and Lemmatization
Word segmentation is a challenge in the Sinhala
writing system. This has been discussed among
Sinhala linguists for decades and reported in sev-
eral reforms from 1959 to 2015. The issue is still
not fully resolved, and writers use varying styles in
their writing. For instance, according to the word
segmentation reform by the Educational Publica-
tions Department of Sri Lanka (EPD, 2014), the
particle ය (ya) occurs in the finite verbs should be
written without any spaces. Contrarily, it should
be written separately as per the reform by the Na-
tional Institute of Education (NIE, 2015). Thus,
the lexical entry ගිෙය්ය giyēya is correct in accor-
dance with the reform by EPD (2014); in contrast,
it is incorrect, and ගිෙය් ය giyē ya, the form seg-
mented is correct according to the reform by NIE
(2015). However, in accordance with the statis-
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tics of the UCSC’s 10 million words Sinhala text
corpus, ගිෙය්ය giyēya shows 2,341 occurrences,
whereas ගිෙය් ය giyē ya occurs for 2,666 times.
Therefore, both lexical entries should be preserved
and represented. Further, data for annotation were
extracted from a text corpus, and it is worth keep-
ing the original text as it occurs in the corpus. Ac-
cordingly, we did not follow any reforms and kept
the sentences without tokenization.
Lemmatization in Sinhala is also challenging

as the language is rich in morphology. When
morpho-phonemic changes happen in words, it is
tough to identify the lemma of a particular word.
For instance, the Sinhala verb root කර kara ‘do’
becomes කරයි karaji do.non-past.3sg and කරති
karati do.non-past.3pl, where markers suffixed to
the lemma. However, when the verb becomes past
the respective forms, become කෙළේය kalẹ̄ya and
කෙළෝය kalọ̄ya where the verb root has become
කළ kalạ. Therefore, the regular suffix stripping
will not always work for Sinhala like in other mor-
phologically rich Indic languages.

3.4 Sinhala Script and Transliteration
Sinhala script is an abugida or alphasyllabary
script in which consonant-vowel sequences are
written as single units, and the script is written
from left to right. The script consists of 20 vow-
els and 40 consonants. Although the old Sinhala
writing system uses some complex character com-
binations, in this research, we use only the charac-
ter combinations used in the contemporary Sinhala
writing system. Further, in the annotation, we fol-
lowed the ISO 15919 standard to do the translit-
eration of text. In order to do this, we created a
script1.

3.5 Part-of-Speech Tagging
Although there are 17 tags in the Universal Parts-
of-Speech (POS) tagset, we have used 13 POS
tags in this treebank. There were no occurrences
of INTJ (interjection), SCONJ (subordinating con-
junction), SYM (symbol), and X (other) found in
our data. The distribution of the POS tags in the
treebank is given in Table 1.

1The tool is available at the https://subasa.lk/
website and can be accessed through the follow-
ing URL - https://subasa.lk/services/si_en_
transliteration/Real_Time_Transliteration.html

POS Label Count %
adj 50 5.7
adp 24 2.7
adv 36 4.1
aux 47 5.3
cconj 6 0.7
det 23 2.6
noun 308 35.0
num 4 0.5
part 93 10.6
pron 44 5.0
propn 38 4.3
punct 100 11.4
verb 107 12.2

Table 1: Distribution of POS tags in the treebank.

3.6 Morphological Features
As a morphologically rich agglutinative language,
significant linguistic information are stacked in the
morphology of a word in Sinhala. We have done
this annotation manually in the treebank. Morpho-
logical verb features include mood, tense, aspect,
voice, evident, polarity, person, and verb form.
We include the morphological features of gender,
number, case, definiteness, and degree for nouns.
Although animacy is not a common grammatical
feature in Sinhala, it can change the morphological
suffix used to mark the definiteness. Therefore, we
have incorporated animacy as a feature for nouns.
For adjectives, we use degree, verbForm and

tense as features. Since Sinhala is a head-final lan-
guage, no relative clauses occur in the language.
Instead, participial forms occur in clausal modi-
fiers, and the head of such constructions, which
we treat as adjectives, were adopted features of
verbform and tense. Further, the features of num-
ber, case, gender, and person were adopted for
PronType.
The current version of the treebank consists of

54 unique morphological feature pairs, and the
feature-value pairs that have more than 50 occur-
rences are tabulated in Table 2.

3.7 Syntactic Annotation
Syntactic annotations also were done manually
based on the annotation guideline and the previous
work. However, we faced some challenges when
identifying dependency relations, which are elab-
orated on in the following sections. As shown in
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Feature Value Count %
Number Sing 229 12.4
Gender Neut 210 11.4
Case Nom 175 9.5
Definite Def 140 7.6
Case Acc 99 5.4
AdpType Post 94 5.1
VerbForm Fin 68 3.7
Number Plur 65 3.5
Mood Ind 62 3.4
VerbForm Part 55 3.0
Gender Masc 54 2.9
Definite Ind 51 2.8

Table 2: List of top morphological feature-value pairs
that have more than 50 occurrences in the treebank.

Table 3, the treebank consists of 24 syntactic rela-
tions out of 37 relations that are documented in the
Universal Dependencies specification. Apart from
these 24 primary relations, ten sub-relations have
also been identified in the data. It is interesting
to note that there are more nominal subjects than
the given sentences. Also, a significant number of
compound:lvc relations are also found in the tree-
bank. This may be due to the fact that a significant
number of verbs are formed from nouns by adding
a verbaliser. However, this requires more linguis-
tic analysis. Further, there are also a significant
number of nmod found as Sinhala. Annotation of
extended dependency features will be done in the
future.

3.8 Head Initial vs Head Final
Sinhala is considered a head-final language, which
means that the head of a phrase or sentence ap-
pears last. However, in flat multi-word expres-
sions, the semantic head appears first in Sinhala,
whereas it comes last in English. For example,
in the Sinhala phrase සුමිත් මහතා sumit mahatā,
සුමිත් sumit is the semantic head and appears first,
while මහතා mahatā appears last. In contrast, in
the English equivalent “Mr. Sumith” the seman-
tic head “Sumith” appears last, while the honorific
noun “Mr.” appears first. In the context of this
work, the head-final approach is used for some
constructions, while the head-first approach is ap-
plied specifically to flat names and complex pred-
icates.

DEPREL Label Count %
nsubj 109 12.4
punct 100 11.4
root 100 11.4
dep 69 7.8
case 53 6.0
nmod 53 6.0
advmod 43 4.9
obj 42 4.8
aux 38 4.3
amod 36 4.1
compound 29 3.3
det 24 2.7
obl 24 2.7
flat 19 2.2
csubj 17 1.9
acl 16 1.8
cc 6 0.7
conj 3 0.3
cop 2 0.2
mark 2 0.2
xcomp 2 0.2
advcl 1 0.1
ccomp 1 0.1
nummod 1 0.1

compound:lvc 39 4.4
compound:svc 14 1.6
nmod:poss 11 1.3
obl:lmod 10 1.1
obl:tmod 9 1.0
compound:prt 3 0.3
advmod:emph 1 0.1
aux:pass 1 0.1
det:poss 1 0.1
nmod:tmod 1 0.1

Table 3: Distribution of dependency relations in the
treebank.

Occurrence type LVC SVC Com
CP Finite verbs 28 09 02
CP Gerunds 09 00 00
CP Participles 06 00 00
CP With No WS 08 02 00

Table 4: CP occurrences in the treebank.
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Sentence type Count
S with non-complex predicates 26
S with complex predicates 41
S with non-verbal predicates 33

Table 5: Types of predication in the treebank

4 Discussions

This section outlines some of the interesting syn-
tactic constructions found in the treebank. Some
of these may not be common in other languages.

4.1 Predicates in Sinhala
Many of the sentences in this treebank are with a
verbal predicate. As mentioned in the distribution
of sentences in Table 5, 67 sentences are with ver-
bal predicates. However, only 26 of these are with
simple verbs, whereas the rest of the 41 sentences
consist of complex predicates.

4.1.1 Complex Predicates
Light verb constructions are common in Sin-
hala; specifically, they can be found in noun-
verb, adjective–verb and particle-verb construc-
tions. There are two verbs that function as light
verbs in Sinhala: කර kara, the volitive indicator
and ෙව ve, the involitive indicator. Further, similar
to most South Asian Languages, Sinhala also has
verb-verb compounds, which involve collocations
of two verbs (Slade and Aronoff, 2020). The other
type of complex predicate in Sinhala is the phrasal
verb, which is formed with nouns accompanied by
verbs, except for the two light verbs mentioned
above. For instance, පාඩම් කරයි pādạm karayi
study.non-past.3sg in Figure 6 is a CP in Sinhala
with a light verb construction which has developed
to a complex construction පාඩම් කර ගනියි pādạm
kara ganiyi get-studied.non-past.3sg in Figure 7.
Some UD treebanks such as Hindi (Tandon

et al., 2016) and Punjabi (Arora, 2022) use the car-
rier of grammatical functions, which is the second
token of the compound as the head of the complex
predicates. However, we treated the first token or
the semantic head of the complex predicate as the
head of the relation, as used by Krishnamurthy and
Sarveswaran (2021), since the second token only
carries the grammatical functions.
Sinhala complex predicate constructions can be

divided into three categories: i) Head + LVC2, ii)
2Light Verb Construction

Aux Function Example
tibe Aspct-perf dalvā tibe

have lit
æta Aspct-perf dalvā æta

have lit
Aspct-prosp dalvanu æta

will be lit
næta Aspct-perf-neg dalvā næta

have not lit
sitị Aspct-prog dalvamin sitị

{be}lighting
pavati Aspct-prog dalvamin pavati

{be}lighting
yutu Modal-nec dælviya yutu

should be lit
hæki Modal-pot dælviya hæki

can be lit
laba Pasv-NonPast dalvanu laba

light
lada Pasv-Past dalvana lada

lit

Table 6: Auxiliaries in the Sinhala language.

Head + SVC3, and iii) Head + Com4. To differentiate
from the other two, the second element of category
3 was annotated as a compound. Table 4 lists the
occurrences of all three constructions found in the
treebank.

4.1.2 Auxiliary Verbs
The auxiliaries in Sinhala can be treated for sev-
eral functions. They include aspectual (Aspect),
modal and passive (Pass) auxiliaries. Further,
the roles of the aspectual auxiliaries can be per-
fect (perf), progressive (prog) or prospective
(prosp), and that of modal auxiliaries be either
necessitative (nec) or potential (pot). More-
over, two passive auxiliaries occur for past and
non-past in Sinhala. Except ලද lada, the
passive-past auxiliary, all the other auxiliaries oc-
cur in the treebank. Auxiliaries in the Sinhala lan-
guage are exemplified in Table 6 using the verb
stem දල්ව- dalva (light-up).

4.1.3 Non-verbal Predicates
According to Gair and Paolillo (1988), a wide
range of sentences in Sinhala lacks overt verbal
predication. As given in Table 5, the treebank con-
sists of 33 sentences with non-verbal predicates.

3Serial Verb Construction
4Compound
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ඔහු කලකට ෙපර තම දක්ෂතාව ෙපන්වූෙය් ෙල්ඛනෙයනි
ohu kalakatạ pera tama daksạtāva penvūyē lēkhanayeni

PRON NOUN ADV PRON NOUN VERB NOUN
he.nom.3sg some time ago self - reflexive skill.acc.sg show.emp.past writing.ins.sg

nsubj

nmod:tmod

advmod

nmod obj csubj

root

‘It was through writing that he demonstrated his talent some time ago.’

Figure 1: Dependency relations in a focus construction

කලකට ෙපර ෙල්ඛනෙයන් තම දක්ෂතාව ෙපන්වූෙය් ඔහු ය
kalakatạ pera lēkhanayen tama daksạtāva penvūyē ohu-ya ya
NOUN ADV NOUN PRON NOUN VERB PRON PART

some time ago writing.ins.sg self skill.acc.sg show.emp.past he.nom.3sg

nmod:tmod

advmod

obl

nmod obj csubj

root

dep

‘It was he who demonstrated his talent in writing some time ago.’

Figure 2: Dependency relations with shifted emphasis for the sentence in Figure 1

සාකච්ඡාවල අරමුණ අයවැය ඡන්දෙයන් ආණ්ඩුව පැරදවීම ය
sākacchāvala aramunạ ayavæya chandayen ānḍụva pæradavīma ya

NOUN NOUN NOUN NOUN NOUN NOUN PART
discussions.gen purpose.nom budget vote.abl government.acc defeat.def.sg

nmod

nsubj

nmod

obl

obj

root

dep

‘The purpose of the discussions is to defeat the government in the budget vote.’

Figure 3: Dependency relations in a topic-comment construction

උද්ධමනය ශීඝ්ර ෙලස ඉහළ යෑම තවත් කාරණෙයකි
uddhamanaya śīghra lesa ihalạ yæma tavat kāranạyeki

noun adv part noun noun det noun
inflation.nom Rapidly rising.gerund another matter.ind

nsubj

advmod

case

csubj

compound dep

root

‘Rapidly rising inflation is another matter.’

Figure 4: csubj in a topic-comment construction
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යථාර්ථය පිළිගන්නට ඔහුට සිදුවිය
yathārthaya pilịgannatạ ohutạ siduviya

noun verb pron verb
reality accept he.dat had to

obj

xcomp

nsubj

root

‘He had to accept the reality’

Figure 5: A sentence with a clausal complement

පාඩම් කරයි
pādạm karaji
NOUN VERB
studies do.non-past.3sg

root

compound:lvc

‘study’

Figure 6: A Noun+LVC Construction

පාඩම් කර ගනියි
pādạm kara ganiyi
NOUN VERB VERB
studies do.part get.non-past.3sg

root

compound:lvc compound

‘get studied’

Figure 7: A Noun+LVC(compound) Construction

ඔබ ෙගදර යා යුතු ය
oba gedara yā yutu ya
noun noun verb aux part

you.nom.2sg should go home

nsubj

obl

root

aux dep

‘You should go home’

Figure 8: A sentence with a modal auxiliary

ඇයට පිහිනිය හැකිය
æyatạ pihiniya hækiya
noun verb aux

she.dat.3sg swim can

nsubj

root

aux

‘She can swim’

Figure 9: A sentence with a dative subject

Sentences with non-verbal predicates can further
be classified into the following three types based
on their syntactic structure.
i. Focus Constructions: Gair and Sumangala

(1991) and Slade (2011) state that there are sev-
eral methods for creating focus constructions in
Sinhala, one of which is the use of an emphatic
form. The treebank contains numerous sentences
employing this technique. Figure 1 displays a sen-
tence where the focus is placed on a noun, which
serves as the root of the sentence. The verb acts as
the clausal subject and is the direct dependent of
the root, with all other elements dependent on it.
When a sentence is transformed into a focus con-
struction, the main verb adopts an emphatic form
(Gair and Paolillo, 1988). In the sentence of Fig-
ure 1 ෙපන්ව- penva, the verb root has changed into
the emphatic form ෙපන්වූෙය් penvūyē and has be-
come the head of the clausal subject. The lexi-
cal item that is being focused on, which serves as
the root of the sentence, is often followed by the
emphatic form. Since Sinhala word order is rela-
tively free, there are occasions where the empha-
sized lexical item may appear first. However, the
emphatic form always depends on the emphasized
lexical item. For instance, if the focus is placed on
the lexical itemඔහු ohu, which serves as the nomi-
nal subject of the sentence in Figure 1, the sentence
will transform into the sentence depicted in Figure
2, where ඔහු ohu is followed by an emphatic form.
ii. Copula Constructions: Sinhala is a lan-

guage with zero copula; the only be verb ෙව් ve: or
ෙවයි veji, which have the same lexical root, comes
in the copula position in literary Sinhala. Unlike
in English, copula in Sinhala can be elided, which
will not affect the syntactic structure. For instance,
Figure 10 is a copula construction in Sinhala. The
copula can be replaced with the sentence ending
particle ය ya as an indication of the sentence end-
ing. Further, Figure 11 shows a sentence with a
null copula, but still, the sentence is a complete
one. This particular construction is also in literary
form. Interestingly, although there are no copula,
a suffix ‘i’5 is used to mark the predication.
iii. Topic-Comment Constructions: In topic-

comment constructions, the nominal subject de-
pends on the nominal predicate, which is exempli-
fied in Figure 3.

5‘i’ marker is not discussed in the Sinhala literature. How-
ever, based on the analysis of several constructions, we con-
cluded that ‘i’ marks the predication in this particular case.
However, this requires more linguistic exploration.
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නිමල් ගුරුවරෙයක් (ෙව්)
nimal guruvarayek (vē)
propn noun aux

Nimal.nom teacher.ind be.non-past.3sg

nsubj

root

cop

‘Nimal is a teacher.’

Figure 10: Copula construction

නිමල් ගුරුවරෙයකි
nimal guruvarayek-i
propn noun

Nimal.nom teacher.ind

nsubj

root

‘Nimal is a teacher.’

Figure 11: A zero copula construction

4.2 Core Arguments in Sinhala
As discussed in 4.1.3, nonverbal predicates are
common in Sinhala; therefore, relatively more
clausal subjects can be seen in the data. These
clausal subjects predominantly occur in focus con-
structions compared to topic-comment construc-
tions. For instance, Figure 1 is a focus construction
and occurs csubj. However, both Figure 3 and
Figure 4 are topic-comment constructions where
Figure 4 consists of a csubj but not in Figure
3. Further, Figure 5 depicts a construction with
xcomp along with a nsubj.
Sinhala also has non-canonical subjects with da-

tive case marking which are referred to as da-
tive subjects (Chandralal, 2010). According to
Prasanna (2021) dative subjects can be found in a
variety of sentence constructions, including involi-
tive doers, possessive subjects, Abilitative Sub-
jects, etc. Figure 9 illustrates the occurrence of
dative subjects along with potential6 modal verbs.
In addition, dative subjects can occur in sentences
with possessive verbs. Sinhala has two such pos-
sessive verbs: සිටි siti—with animate objects and
තිෙබ tibe — with inanimate objects. The respec-
tive constructions are shown in Figure 12 and 13.
Apart from functioning as possessive verbs, these
two can also function as aspectual auxiliaries as
given in Table 6.

6The term potential is borrowed from the Univer-
sal Dependencies annotation documentation - https://
universaldependencies.org/u/feat/all.html#Pot

මට කාරයක් තිෙබ්
matạ kārayak tibē
pron noun verb
I.dat car.ind have.non-past

nsubj

obj

root

‘I have a car.’

Figure 12: Dative subject with an inanimate object

මට පුෙතකු සිටී
matạ puteku sitị̄
pron noun verb
I.dat son.ind have.non-past

nsubj

obj

root

‘I have a son’

Figure 13: Dative subject with an animate object

5 Issues and Challenges

This section outlines some of the challenges we en-
countered during the linguistic analysis and anno-
tation.

5.1 Lack of morphological feature labels
In Sinhala, ගුරුවරෙයකි guruvarayek-i and
ගුරුවරෙයක් guruvarayek (teacher.Ind) refer to
the same lexical element and can function as
nonverbal predicates. The suffix ‘-i’ that we
have identified as the predicate marker cannot be
marked with the existing features set available
in the Universal Dependencies or UniMorph.
Therefore, we introduced a new feature called
predicate with the value ‘yes’7 to mark whether
a word is a predicate or not.

5.2 Challenges with Dependency Annotation
The particle ‘-ya’ in Literary Sinhala has been
described as a predicative marker by Gair and
Karunạ̄tilaka (1974); however, it can more accu-
rately be identified as a sentence-ending marker. It
is semantically empty but marks the end of the sen-
tence, as shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. When a
predicate is accompanied by an auxiliary, the parti-
cle ‘-ya’ can be written either together with the AUX
or as a separate token following the AUX. As shown

7Here we followed the UD specification to define the fea-
ture predicate and the value ‘yes’
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in Figure 8 ‘-ya’ that appears after the AUX must be
marked as a dependent of the AUX. However, the
Universal Dependencies (UD) schema does not al-
low auxiliaries to have children, so dependents of
AUX are not permitted in the current UD specifica-
tion.

6 Conclusion

We have reported the development of the first tree-
bank for the Sinhala language, which is annotated
using the Universal Dependencies framework. As
a first attempt, we have annotated 100 sentences
taken from a contemporary Sinhala text corpus.
Apart from the data selection and the annotation
process, we have also given analyses for the in-
teresting constructions found in the data and ex-
plained how we had captured them using the cur-
rent Universal Dependencies specification.
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